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Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

Ankh666 wrote:
I disagree with the responsibility question, though. If you genetically engineer something you walk around calling "your son" or "your daughter," it's your job to protect him/her. You don't run off to another solar system and save your own ass, like the Gods did. And if you do, you sure have failed being a father.

Maybe you feel too grateful to them to ever agree to say something negative about them, even if it's the truth? Each to their own, I guess… I prefer honesty, though.

You do not even understand how life works. In regards to them coddling you and every other species in what is the literal whole earth, and holding every person walking the planet by the hand, you have strange interpolations in your own mind both about what life is, what war is, and many other fundamental things about existence. Have you ever checked the size of the planet?

Life is based on unpredictability. This unpredictability is part of life and entwined in it deeply. As such, every ancient poem talked on by the Gods begins with the Chaotic sea or the chaos of creation, and the strife of a Hero like Gilgamesh or others, to instate a form of order in this otherwise totally chaotic universe, so that life, civilization, etc, can exist.

One can have a literally close encased shelter for ants, with heat, electricity run, perfect food, and pretending to exercise full control over them, and their lives and decisions, but indeed, no matter what YOU do, the ants are going to act on their own accord. This happens even with ants, which are of the smallest forms of life, and can be controlled in a closed environment.

You may be the best caretaker to these ants, that is, until an event of greater magnitude happens, which is again, a part of life. A meteor crashing, or a big earthquake. There are forces in existence which do not care about your relationship with your ants. This could be a solar flare, also. Then, the house in which one has the cage collapses, and the ants die, and maybe even the person growing them, if they have no clue the earthquake is coming.
In the brain of the ant, it is of course your fault, if we can say that they have any clue that you are somehow taking care of them. The ant looks up and wonders why it now has to do more such as seek its food, and what is this new environment it was set in after the crushing of the house. The real problems however are far more deeper and pronounced, and possibly unexplainable to the ants at a present level of consciousness. Worse enough, like humanity did, the ants start cursing you for something you seldom have a responsibility about.

The Gods were here for tens of thousands of years growing humanity with great care, from a completely oblivious species to a self-replicating and advancing species. Now, we are starting to even go to space, and if we pass this stage, we may consolidate life on the planet greatly with the enemy gone. Most species and most animals in the cosmos, as evolution would show, never make it that far, not even close.

In our case, we were also attacked by forces beyond our own power, but the Gods kept them at bay. It is totally sensible for them to leave and do tactical retreat and not die over this, as the person growing the ants in the above example shouldn't stay in the house and die by the ants.

After the house collapses, the normal thought is to just abandon the ants and let them die off, but the Gods clearly didn't see us as ants, and they decided that we have some value, enough value indeed for them to keep kindly helping us and extending a helping hand to humanity. What magnified the war on this world was in particular their defiance in making us sensible species, which aggravated other forces that we now call the enemy, and who were against our existence because they think we would be a threat to them.

The Gods are Gods and they are advanced extraterrestrials and not nannies for every birth since the dawn of time. We are not in reality their equals either, this is a theoretical concept of potential and not a reality. This demanding means you think they are to be forced to be your "equals", guiding your every move, and at the same time, this invalidates any purpose for making us. This they clearly will not do, as we are not equals, the Gods aren't Communists.

They didn't make us to be pets, but to live, evolve and exist. This is the reality of the universe and not liable to one's own emotions of weakness and feeling like they are done wrong by someone if they are not remotely controlled like a drone. We have sufficient power to see through decisions, develop understanding, and be our own "Gods" for the most part, which is why the Gods made sure the methods for this are still existing today.
Most species do not make it past the river or the pond, let alone start discovering space. Plus, all of these abilities given in the first place, are from the Gods and their attempted risk to engineer us. They have sacrificed more for us than we deserve at the present stage of our existence. Evolutionary science just shows most species get extinct.

Sort of how present-day idiotic humanity slays off without a reason other than having crocodile boots, or pandas remaining homeless because the Communists cut all the trees down. The difference between us and the Crocodiles or Pandas going extinct for our carelessness is that in our case, someone out there, actually DOES care about us. This is why we still exist.

The reason for this is that they think more into the future and they are immortal, so they have the power to help us and develop us. But they cannot entirely control all of our destiny, because we likewise have to an extent "Freedom" and influence in our own environment.

Your opinion is not based on reality but on feelings of being abandoned and complains about why they didn't hold our potty eternally.

Everything of what you say is in reverse. Actually, the Gods played it really well until now. We exist and we actually stand a chance to develop and keep existing in a very threatening environment. These Grey aliens that people see in meditations, are real and they exist, and they truly want to slaughter humanity and they truly want us to never advance. And we are essentially no match for them without external help.

Recurring failures to the jews, fallen civilizations, them completely displaced for our civilizations, the Gods persist. We have moved only in the last decades through impossibilities such as not starting a constant WW3 promoted by the enemy, causing mass nuclear fallout. Every so often the finger of some political leader was on the button that would end the world, and it didn't happen. Most lifeforms on other planets who have had a similar stride and met the enemy are definitely gone. We aren't the only ones, there are many planets where this has happened, and they have been gone forever into nothingness.

The Gods have saved our asses and our little "earth" village is still existing, while it could have been wiped out really easily in an invasion or in a Nuclear fallout. Knowing how retarded humanity has become and how jews literally hold all the red buttons, it is only by ET intervention from the Gods this hasn't happened yet. The Gods are also not omnipotent, and we are not slave computer borgs that can do no wrong. We were given a form of consciousness and free will and this may be our own end, but this is the only way to claim we have a valid existence or to
exist at all.

What you say is based on childish emotions and it's not reality-based. Of course, being ungrateful and demanding always more from THEM, while humans essentially suck and tend to be crap, is the easy way out, same as blaming them for not doing MORE and MORE for us. Like humanity did jack shit for them other than sit in huts and chant their names for what appears to be zero to no returns to them, at all, for thousands of years.

Not only we didn't anything good for them in a very long time, but we also made sure to accelerate thanks to the enemy, our own grave way faster. And they are still helping.

If you ask me the question is not why they didn't do more, the question really is why they still insist to help humanity even though we are systematically failing. Here's some good parenting, not about ants and drone slaves, but when actually believes in their creation.

The Gods are advanced Extraterrestrials, and not "omnipotent" or "omnipresent" as the enemy deceitfully claims to be, and the same goes for the enemy, and the same goes for us - we are not "omnipotent" and "omnipresent", and any such thing would exist in a specific place, at a specific time, and on specific things, and not on everything at all. Even the enemy who has everything enslaved like a borg, clearly fails, does mistakes, and is not omnipotent, omnipresent, or all-powerful.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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